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Abstract: In this paper, we propose a novel creation method of feature graphics by deep learning
algorithms based on a channel attention module consisting of a separable deep convolutional neural
network and an SENet network. The main innovation of this method is that the image feature of
sample images is extracted by convolution operation and the key point matrix is obtained by chan‑
nel weighting calculation to create feature graphics within the channel attention module. The main
problem of existing image generation methods is that the complex network training and calculation
process affects the accuracy and efficiency of image generation. It greatly reduced the complexity
of image generation and improved the efficiency when we trained the image generation network
with the feature graphic maps. To verify the superiority of this method, we conducted a compara‑
tive experiment with the existing method. Additionally, we explored the influence on the accuracy
and efficiency of image generation of the channel number of the weighting matrix based on the test
experiment. The experimental results demonstrate that this method highlights the image features of
geometric lines, simplifies the complexity of image generation and improves the efficiency. Based
on this method, images with more prominent line features are generated from the description text
and dynamic graphics are created for the display of the images generated, which can be applied in
the construction of smart museums.

Keywords: intelligent algorithms; feature graphic; image generation; deep learning networks;
smart museum

MSC: 68T07

1. Introduction
With the development of artificial intelligence, there is an urgent need for the con‑

struction of smart museums through generating images for historical relics such as pottery
scribing symbols from theNeolithicAge. In the last decade, deep learning algorithms [1–3]
have played an important role in intelligent graphic design and image generation [4].
Omri et al. [5] proposed a novel hyperparameter tuned DL technique for automated im‑
age captioning generation based on a deep learning model. Zhang et al. [6] proposed a
novel knowledge‑based model with adjustable visual contextual dependency to generate
scene graphics. The method of generating images according to interrelated text, lines, and
graphics has been a basic problem in art design and machine vision [7].

The existing image generation methods are mostly based on generative adversarial
networks (GANs) [8–10], which generate images from text. The purpose of text‑to‑image
generation is to learn the semantic alignment andmulti‑modal representation between im‑
age and text features [11,12]. For example, Li et al. [13] proposed a network structure based
onneural architecture search to achieve image generation by searching text. Quan et al. [14]
developed a new generative adversarial image generation framework based on an atten‑
tion regularization module and area suggestion network to solve the generation problem
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for images with complex backgrounds by locating text keywords accurately and reduc‑
ing the interference of complex background information. Zhang et al. [15] presented a
dual generator attention GAN based on cooperative up‑sampling to generate high‑quality
images from description text by establishing two generators with an individual genera‑
tion purpose to decouple image generation for the object and background. To achieve a
more realistic visual effect of generated images, Chen et al. [16] developed a two‑stage
deep generative adversarial quality enhancement network to generate high‑quality three‑
dimensional images. Zhang et al. [17] proposed an image generation network model with
multiple discrimination to improve the recognition ability of the discriminator and acceler‑
ate the generator’s production of high‑resolution images by introducing segmented images
into the discriminator. Tan et al. [18] proposed a self‑supervised method to synthesize im‑
ages according to a given text that is more realistic visually using self‑supervised learning,
feature matching, and the L1 distance function excitation generator.

In this paper, we propose a novel creation method of feature graphics by deep learn‑
ing algorithms based on a channel attention module [19,20], which could be used to train
the network to reduce the complexity of image generation and improve the accuracy and
efficiency. Based on this method, we can generate images with more prominent line fea‑
tures from the description text and create dynamic graphics for the display of the images
generated, which can be applied in the construction of smart museums. Through the ex‑
perimental study, we found that it obviously reduced the complexity of image generation
and improved the efficiency when we trained the image generation network with feature
graphic maps.

2. Creation Method of Feature Graphics Based on Channel Attention Module
A channel attention module was constructed to extract the key image feature and cre‑

ate feature graphics for network training and dynamic graphic generation, which includes
a separable deep convolutional neural network (DCNN) and an SENet network [21]. The
image feature of sample images is extracted by a convolution operation within the DCNN,
and the key pointmatrix of the convolution featuremap is obtained by a channelweighting
calculation within the SENet network to create feature graphics, as shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Feature graphic creation with the channel attention module.

This method pays more attention to the key part of images than the traditional im‑
age generation methods. In the channel attention module, partial image features are en‑
hanced using channel weighting. Through extracting the key feature information of text
and sample images, it improves the semantic matching between texts and images, reduces
the complexity of image generation and improved the efficiency.

2.1. Image Feature Extraction by Convolution Operation
Considering pottery scribing symbols from the Neolithic Age as an example, most of

them consist of lines and gullies formed by a pressing and carving process; hence, there is
a significant brightness difference between the carved lines and surrounding part. Com‑
pared with complex images, for example, animals, plants, clothing, and portraits, the im‑
ages of pottery scribing symbols from the Neolithic Age have the characteristics of geomet‑
rical form, line features, and specific types.

When we input sample images of pottery scribing symbols into the channel attention
module, the image feature maps are extracted by convolution operation within the sepa‑
rable deep convolutional neural network. Taking image brightness feature processing for
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sample images is considered to be very helpful for simplifying the image feature extrac‑
tion process and improving efficiency and accuracy. The detailed steps of the method are
summarized as follows:

Step 1. The image storagemode is converted from a color valuematrix to a brightness
value matrix, and then a linear method is used to improve image brightness and contrast.
The method can be expressed as:

Li,j = le
Ri,j + Gi,j + Bi,j

3
+ lo (1)

where R, G, and B represent thematrices of the red color value, green color value, and blue
color value, respectively, le is the enhancement coefficient, and l0 is the offset value.

Step 2. The image features are extracted by the separable deep convolutional neural
network in the channel attention module. Through the judgment of each weighted sum
in the moving process of convolutional kernels on the original image matrix, the image
brightness feature is extracted. The specific method can be described as:

Ui,j = Li,j∆KS(m, n) (2)

where Li,j is the brightness value matrix after image preprocessing, which is input into
the deep convolutional neural network, and KS is the convolution kernel moving on the
image matrix, where m and n represent the step size of the convolution kernel moving in
the horizontal and vertical directions, respectively. In this study, a 3× 3 convolution kernel
is used for the convolution operation, and an H ×W featuremap is obtained, where H and
W are the height and width of the feature map, respectively.

Step 3. The feature map extracted by convolution operation needs to undergo the
operation of removing scattered small areaswith themethod of remove_small_objects (TA),
and the size of removed areas can be controlled by setting the connected area threshold TA.
After this operation, the feature map will be more clear and significant.

The operation flow and results of the above steps are shown in Figure 2.
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2.2. Feature Graphic Creation by the Channel Weighting Calculation
When feature maps extracted by the convolution operation are directly used to train

the image generation network, the major problem is that network training becomes ex‑
tremely complex, with a long calculation time and low efficiency if the parameters of the
convolution kernel are large. However, the complexity of model training is simplified
and efficiency is improved when attention is converted to the key part of images. Hence,
the image feature map is continuously input into the SENet network, where the key fea‑
ture point matrix is formed as a result of the enhancement of the response values of some
feature channels and the suppression of meaningless feature channels using the channel
weighting method that includes three basic operations, as follows.

1. Squeeze operation

Through the global pooling operation, the information of all feature points in the
space is compressed into an average value, which eliminates spatial distribution informa‑
tion, obtains the global view, and improves relativity between adjacent channels. The two‑
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dimensional feature matrix becomes 1 × 1 × C after the squeeze operation, where C is the
channel matrix. The method for the squeeze operation is as follows:

zc = f (uc) =
1

H × W

H

∑
i=1

W

∑
j=i

uc(i, j) (3)

where c is the channel number, c ∈ C, uc is the pixel value matrix of some feature point in
the convolution feature map, f is the global average pooling method, and z is the output
value of each channel.

2. Excitation operation

Through the excitation operation, the feature dimension of the first fully connected
layer is reduced to 1/16 of the original feature dimension and the feature dimension of the
second fully connected layer is restored to the same value as the original feature dimen‑
sion. The weight value of each channel is calculated using the parameters, and then the
parameters are normalized using the sigmoid activation function. The excitation operation
process can be expressed as:

E = σ(Mδ(Wz)) (4)

where Wz is the channel feature point matrix composed of each output from each channel,
σ represents the sigmoid activation function, and δ represents the ReLU activation function.
The dimension reduction operation M can be written as:

M = R
c
r ×c (5)

where r is the dimension reduction ratio, and r = 16.

3. Scale operation

By multiplying the original feature map with the channels of the weighting matrix
individually, the weight of each feature channel in the original feature map is changed,
and an interesting part of the feature map is focused on. The method is as follows:

sc = xc · uc (6)

where X is the weighting matrix and X = [x1, x2, . . . , xc]. Thus, xc means the channels
of the weight matrix. Through the weighting operation, some pixel points of the original
image feature matrix are highlighted as the key point feature matrix.

Through the series of operations above with the convolution feature map (shown in
Figure 3a), the key point featurematrix is obtained, and the key point featuremap is shown
in Figure 3b. To facilitate the creation of a feature graphic, we take the interval sampling in
the X direction with the step of two points to the key point feature matrix, and the result is
shown in Figure 3c. Then, the feature graphic is createdwith themethod of drawMatches()
by connecting the key feature points under certain conditions, for example, the distance be‑
tween two points lower than a certain value, and the feature graphic obtained is as shown
in Figure 3d. Then, we remove the discrete points. When we set the threshold of removing
discrete points as the scope of two points, we obtain the clear graphic shown in Figure 3e.
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2.3. Method Summary Based on Practice of Feature Graphic Creation
Taking a semi‑box pottery scribing symbol as an example, We input the sample image

into the channel attentionmodule to extract its image feature and create the feature graphic.
The specific processing process within the channel attention module can be summarized
as follows, which is shown in Figure 4.
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1. Image features of sample images are extracted by a convolution operation. It im‑
proves the image feature extraction effect that enhance the brightness feature by tak‑
ing image brightness feature processing in advance. Additionally, it highlights the
key image features by removing the scattered small areas afterwards.

2. Akeypointmatrix is obtained by the channelweighting calculation including squeeze,
excitation, and scale operations. It obtains the key point feature mapwith a relatively
clear display by taking interval sampling to the key point matrix afterwards.

3. Feature graphics are created with the method of drawMatches() by connecting the
key feature points with the limited conditions that the distance between two points
is lower than a certain value, which is set as 6 pixels in this practice.

3. Method of Image Generation from Description Text
3.1. Text‑to‑Image Generation Network Model

In terms of generating images from description text, the generative adversarial net‑
works proposed by Goodfellow et al. [22] play an important role, which is composed of
a generator and discriminator. The depth generation model based on deep learning can
generate visual realistic images without supervision through appropriate training. In the
training process, the optimization generator captures the distribution of the sample data
and generates data similar to the real training sample with noise z obeying a certain distri‑
bution, such as the uniform distribution and Gaussian distribution.

This depends on the relationship between the text and image for the image genera‑
tion from the description text. However, traditional GANs do not have a clear concept of
whether the training image matches the description text; hence, it is necessary to design a
more complex networkmodel for image generation fromdescription text. Given this short‑
coming, an end‑to‑end attention GAN was developed to the application of text‑to‑image
generation [23]. This model enables the generation network to draw different sub‑regions
of the image according to thewordsmost related to them. Simultaneously, more advanced
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discriminators have been designed and applied. For example, Feng et al. [24] proposed a
modal separation discriminator, which is used to distinguish the content and style in a
specific layer, and enable the discriminator to capture the relevance of the text and image
more effectively through the extraction of the content. The AttnGANnetworkmainly uses
a multi‑generator/discriminator structure to explore coarse/fine‑grained text content, such
aswords and sentences, to synthesize images [25]. The accuracy of generating images from
description text can be improved by establishing the corresponding relationship between
the key text unit and the sample images through repeated training with the network.

For generating images from description text, a network model with channel attention
is proposed. The resulting method is called CA‑Attn GAN, as shown in Figure 5. When
description text is input into the network model, it is encoded by the text encoder, after
which the key text feature is extracted and enhanced by the SA (self‑attention) and CA
(condition enhancement) modules. Then, the images are generated according to the key
text feature by Gi (generators at different levels), and discriminated by Di (discriminators
at different levels) to obtain its exact image features. The semantic alignment calculation
between text and image is then conducted in the DAMSM module. The DAMSM mod‑
ule includes the text encoder and image encoder, which are used to process the mapping
relationship between the text and image.
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3.2. Image Generating and Discriminating
The text‑to‑image generation network model based on Attn GAN includes a multi‑

level attention network and a multi‑modal similarity model with deep attention, which
is called the DAMSM module. When users input a phrase or sentence into the network
model, the keyword feature vector is extracted and weighted by the text encoder in the
DAMSM module, which is processed by the condition enhancement module to form the
text feature vector e. The multi‑level attention GAN is composed of several pairs of gener‑
ators and discriminators that generate images at different resolution levels through mul‑
tiple iterations of network model training between the generator and discriminator. The
iterative relationship between each level of the GANs can be expressed as:

h0 = F0[z, Fca(e)] (7)

hi = Fi
(
hi−1, Fi

atten(e, hi−1)
)

(8)
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where i represents different levels of generators and discriminators. h is the hidden node
that contains the image feature as the input of the generator, z is the noise vector sampled
from the standard normal distribution, F is the operation module of each level of the net‑
work for generating images, Fca is the condition enhancement module, which is used to
extract and weight the text feature vector e of key text, e is the enhanced text feature vector,
and Fatten is the attention module at each level. The attention model Fi

atten(e, hi−1) has two
input parameters: the word feature vector e and image features from the previous hidden
layer hi−1.

3.3. Text Feature Extracting and Enhancing
Pointed at the pottery scribing symbols from the Neolithic Age, the image generation

depends on the text that describes the type, such as water‑wave, double‑circle, half‑frame,
box, and multi‑line‑fish. There is a clear correspondence between the type‑description
text and sample images. These type‑description texts play a key role in image generation,
and are weighted in the text feature extracting process. We have listed at least 25 type‑
description texts, and some of them include sub‑types for monomer image generation.
Additionally, some pottery scribing symbols are composed of several monomer images.
Their type‑description texts may include several type‑description texts. Because each type
or sub‑type corresponds to a certain number of pottery scribing symbols, the images gener‑
ated according to a type‑description text may be random and uncertain, but those images
belong to the same type and have similar image features.

When generating images from description text, the entire description text is usually
converted into conditional variables as the input of the generator while processing text
information. However, due to the particularity of the research object in this study, only
the type‑description text affects the image generation. Hence, the type‑description text is
weighted and the text feature is enhanced to improve the accuracy of image generation. Ad‑
ditionally, one sentence may contain several type descriptions. An example of processing
description text when a user inputs the text “cross circle triangle combined pottery scribing
symbol” is shown in Figure 6. First, the entire sentence is processed intoword fine‑grained
information and the self‑attention mechanism focuses on the key word information of the
type‑description text. The type‑description text is weighted and the text feature vectors
are extracted by the text encoder.
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In the proposed network model, a self‑attention module is introduced to extract key
text information based on word granularity, and combined with the condition enhance‑
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ment module to enhance the text feature vectors of the type‑description text. The specific
steps can be expressed as follows:
1. The LSTM text encoder is applied to encode the sentences or phrases in the descrip‑

tion text, and then they are divided into a text matrix that includes several text units
according to semantics, which can be described as:

s = {q1, q2, . . . , qn} (9)

where s is the encoded text feature, qi(i = 1, 2 . . . , n) represents the phrase feature
divided from the sentence, and n is the number of phrases.

2. The word matrix is weighted by the text encoder. The word context vector for each
sub‑region of the image is calculated by the hidden layer feature. Additionally, the
calculating method for the jth sub‑area can be described as:

wj =
T−1

∑
i=0

β j,iei (10)

where:

β j,i =
exp

(
sj,i

)
∑T−1

k=0 exp
(

sj,k

) (11)

where β j,i is the weight of the ith word. sj,i = ht
jei, ei is the text feature vector of the

ith word, and ht
j represents the hidden layer feature from the type‑description text

feature calculated by Equation (7).
3. The A1‑dimensional deep convolutional neural network is applied to perform the

convolution operation on the weighted text matrix qw
i , and the result is input into

LSTM to encode and extract the key text feature vector matrix qw,k
i . For the ith text

unit, the extracted text feature vector can be expressed as:

ei = fi

(
qw,k

i

)
= fi(tanh(qw

i ∆KL + b)) (12)

where ∆ represents the convolution operation, KL is the convolution kernel, b is the
offset value, and f is the operation of text coding and feature extraction in LSTM.
After a series of operations, the key text units are strengthened and their feature vec‑

tors are extracted as the matching condition for image generation.

3.4. Semantic Alignment Calculation between Text and Image
Next, the text feature vectors and image feature vectors extracted by the image en‑

coder are mapped into the semantic vector space in the DAMSM module. Additionally,
feature matching between the text and image is achieved using the correlation calculation.
Generating images from description text is mainly based on sentence or keyword retrieval
to achieve the alignment of words and images [26].

The word features are converted into a common semantic space of image features by
the self‑attention module combined with the DAMSMmodule. For this method, the word
context matrix for the image feature set is provided as:

Fatten(e, h) = (c0, c1, . . . , ct−1) ∈ RD×T (13)

where RD×T is the word‑text feature matrix, D is the dimension of the word vector, and T
is the number of words.
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The image encoder is a convolutional neural network that maps image feature vectors
to text semantic vectors. The matching loss of the fine‑grained text‑to‑image calculated by
the DAMSMmodule is as follows:

τ = −
n

∑
i=1

log P(Si/Mi)−
n

∑
i=1

log P(Mi/Si) (14)

where P represents the matching probability between the text vector Si and image vector
Mi. n is the number of image vectors or the corresponding text semantic vectors. The
DAMSM is trained to minimize the difference between the image vector and the word
vector described above.

3.5. Loss Calculation for Image Generation
To synthesize a real image with multiple condition levels (multiple key word text

conditions), the loss function of the generator is defined as:

L = LG + λLDAMSM (15)

where:

LG =
m−1

∑
i=0

LGi (16)

and:
LGi = − 1

2
Exi∼pGi

[ln Di( xi)]−
1
2

Exi∼pGi
[ln Di( xi, e)] (17)

where LDAMSM is the loss function obtained using the pre‑training network and λ is a
hyperparameter that determines the influence of the DAMSMmodule on the loss function
of the generator. Di(i = 0, 1, · · · , m − 1) represents the discriminators at different stages.
Gi(i = 0, 1, · · · , m − 1) represents the generators at different stages, and PGi represents the
distribution of images generated from Gi. xi(i = 0, 1, · · · , m − 1) represents the images
generated from different generators, which can be expressed as:

xi = Gi(hi) (18)

4. Network Training and Test Experiment
4.1. Network Model Training with the Feature Graphic Maps

The network training for generating images relies on an imagedataset. Elasri et al. [27]
discussed various image datasets that are suitable for types of image generation and de‑
veloped evaluation metrics to compare their performance. In this study, we selected the
MNIST dataset to import feature graphic maps of pottery scribing symbols, train the net‑
work, and generate images. We selected 1293 representative scribing symbols from images
gathered from 4 famous cultural sites of Shuangdun, Houjiazhai, Liulinxi, and Liuwan
from the Neolithic Age, and then divided them into 6 types and dozens of sub‑types for
each type. The category and number of each type are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Sample image data of pottery scribing symbols.

Line‑Shape
(249)

Polygon‑
Shape (201)

Circular Arc‑
Shape (288) Cross‑Shape (235)

Chinese
Character‑
Shape (112)

Pictographic‑
Shape (208)

Horizontal line (66) Triangle (41) Dot (16) Cross (103) 万 shape (32) Animal (107)
Vertical line (65) Box (109) Semi‑circle (19) Grid (48) 田 shape (51) Plant (36)
Polygonal line (43) Semi‑box (31) Circle (111) Fork (84) 人 shape (29) House (26)

Number (39) Polygon (20) Arc (58) Other (39)
Hook (19) Wave (31)
Arrow (17) Fish (53)
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In the next step, we expanded the sample image dataset to more than 5000 pottery
scribing symbols. We generated feature graphics using a channel attention module and
imported them into the MNIST dataset for network model training. We provided each
feature graphic map with a corresponding type‑description text, such as “semi‑circular,”
“cross,” and “triangle”. We composed the type‑description text out of combined graphics
from individual graphics. We trained the network with 5000 feature graphic maps and
tested the network model on the image dataset.

4.2. Test Experiment on Image Dataset
We tested various network models on the expanded MNIST dataset and the test re‑

sults are shown in Table 2, in which the “Inception Score” and “Wasserstain‑2 distance”
indexes can be used to measure the image quality and diversity of image generation (the
results reveals better when the “Inception Score” gets higher and the “Wasserstain‑2 dis‑
tance” gets lower), and “R‑precision” can be used to measure the accuracy of image gen‑
eration. Thus, the accuracy and efficiency improvement of image generation by the pro‑
posedmethod comparedwith other networkmodelswas estimated and is shown inTable 3.
From the experimental results and data analysis, we could conclude that the CA‑AttnGAN
significantly improved the accuracy and efficiency of image generation for pottery scribing
symbols compared with the existing image generation methods of GAN and Attn GAN.

Table 2. Test results on different network models.

Method Inception Score Wasserstain‑2
Distance R‑Precision (%)

GAN 3.52 ± 0.03 28.02 52.23 ± 3.42
Attn GAN 4.08 ± 0.05 16.58 66.52 ± 4.28

CA‑Attn GAN 6.34 ± 0.03 14.72 79.06 ± 4.64

Table 3. Accuracy and efficiency improvement compared with other network models.

Method Image Quality and Diversity Accuracy and Efficiency

Compared with GAN 47.47–80.11% 33.73–71.48%
Compared with Attn GAN 11.22–55.39% 15.11–34.48%

Furthermore, to study the role of multi‑level attention modules further, we tested the
proposed network model by changing the super‑parameter of the DAMSM influence de‑
gree λ. By analyzing the results shown in Table 4, we concluded that the super‑parameter
of the DAMSM influence degree affected the experimental results and achieved the best
result when λ= 5.

Table 4. Test results under different super‑parameters of DAMSM impact degree.

Method Inception Score Wasserstain‑2 Distance

multi‑level attention module,
λ= 0.1 4.08 ± 0.05 18.42

multi‑level attention module,
λ = 1 4.32 ± 0.04 16.43

multi‑level attention module,
λ= 5 4.56 ± 0.04 15.64

multi‑level attention module,
λ= 10 4.23 ± 0.05 16.58

When λ= 5 and the dimension reduction ratio is r = 16, we continuously tested the
proposed network model by changing the channel number of the weighting matrix c from
16 to 128 to study the role of the channel attentionmodule. The results are shown in Table 5.
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We found that the accuracy of image generation increased (CC‑Loss decreased) when we
increased the number of matrix channels. In the intervening time, the computational com‑
plexity and burden of the CPU also increased (GFLOPs increased).

Table 5. Test results under different channel numbers of the weighting matrix.

Method CC‑Loss GFLOPs

fc, [16, 256] 98.72 ± 0.08 8.54
fc, [32, 512] 98.53 ± 0.09 11.87

fc, [64, 1024] 97.87 ± 0.07 13.24
fc, [128, 2048] 97.42 ± 0.06 14.98

4.3. Comparative Experiment for Image Generation
We also found that the text‑images generated by the proposed model had more ge‑

ometric graphic features than others, which is more convenient for the creation of dy‑
namic feature graphics. In the same experimental environment, we generated a set of
images using both the Attn GAN and CA‑Attn GAN. For the DAMSM impact degree
λ= 5, the images generated by the Attn GAN is shown in Figure 7a. For the channel num‑
ber of the weighting matrix c= 64, the images generated by the CA‑Attn GAN are shown
in Figure 7b.

Taking the fish‑shape scribing symbols belonging to the circular arc‑shape group as
an example, when users input a phrase or sentence including the type‑description of “fish”,
it may generate images as shown in Figure 8a with the multi‑level attention network, and
generate images as shown in Figure 8b with the channel attention network.

By comparing all the experimental results, we found that the images generated by the
proposed network model had more significant image features, with clear geometric lines
and more prominent key feature points. However, the image details were not as rich and
real as the images generated by the AttnGAN.We can conclude that the proposed network
model ismore effective for the image generation of traditional scribing graphicswith a sim‑
ple form, line features, and specific type. The advantage of this method is that it highlights
the image features of geometric lines, simplifies the complexity of image generation, and
is more convenient for generating dynamic feature graphics.
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Figure 8. Fish‑shape images generated by various network models. (a) Fish shape images generated
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5. Generation Method of Dynamic Graphics
Another advantage of this method is that dynamic graphics can be created based on

the feature graphics output by the channel attention module to achieve the dynamic dis‑
play effect for text‑images. Most previous studies on image generated networks focused on
the generation of static images. Some studies have also been conducted on the generation
of dynamic text images. For example, Maheshwari et al. [28] applied a GAN in conjunc‑
tionwith a cyclic neural network to learn the time and structure representation of dynamic
graphs. Otberdout et al. [29] presented amethod to solve the problem of dynamic facial ex‑
pression generation based on a GAN by applying the manifold‑valued Wasserstein GAN
to convert generated motion into a landmark sequence and then into an image sequence.
Yi et al. [30] proposed a novel progressive fusion network for video SR to generate more
realistic and temporally consistent videos by processing image frames using progressive
separation and fusion.

In this study, we created dynamic feature graphics based on feature graphics cre‑
ated by the channel attention module through creating graphic instances and calling the
FuncAnimation class to generate graphic animation. The specific methods are shown in
Appendix A. Considering a box‑shapedpottery carving symbol as an example, whenusers
input a descriptive phrase or sentence that contains the keyword “box”, the text‑image syn‑
thesized by the networkmodelmay be one of dozens because it includesmany box‑shaped
scribing symbols. Hence, the images generated by the network modal are various and ran‑
dom. In particular, one of the key point feature maps and the feature graphics generated
by the channel attention module are shown separately in Figure 9a,b, respectively. The dy‑
namic feature graphic created based on this for the text‑image is shown in Figure 9c with
an overlay display effect.
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It is worth noting, that in the process of dynamic feature graphic creation, the four
corners of the box are selected as fixed key feature points, and other key feature points,
such as the midpoints of each line, are set using the position change given by the set_
xdata() and set_ ydata() methods in the X and Y directions, respectively, to drive the lines
to change. The specific change process is shown in Figure 10.
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6. Conclusions
In this paper, we propose a novel method of feature graphics based on a channel at‑

tention model consisting of a separable deep convolutional neural network and an SENet
network. The image feature of sample images is extracted by a convolution operation
within the separable deep convolutional neural network and the key point matrix is ob‑
tained by a channel weighting calculation to create feature graphics within the SENet net‑
work. This method greatly reduced the complexity of image generation and improved
the efficiency when we trained the image generation network with the feature graphic
maps. We applied this method to the image generation of pottery scribing symbols from
theNeolithic Age and achieved a good result. Training the networkmodelwith the feature
graphic maps output from the channel attention module greatly reduced the complexity
of image generation and improved the efficiency. The testing experiment conducted on
the MNIST dataset demonstrated the superiority of the efficiency and accuracy of the pro‑
posed network model for image generation. Additionally, a comparative experiment for
image generation demonstrated that the proposed method was more effective for the im‑
age generation of traditional scribing graphics. Furthermore, the feature graphics created
by the channel attention module provides a basis for creating dynamic feature graphics,
which achieves the dynamic display effect for images generated. For further research, we
need to expand the sample image database with more types of pottery scribing symbols
from more cultural sites to improve the network model training effect and image genera‑
tion efficiency.
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Appendix A
The Creation Method for Dynamic Feature Graphics: The general method for creat‑

ing dynamic feature graphics based on feature graphics created by the channel attention
module is as follows: import the Matplotlib and NumPy packages to build a basic anima‑
tion environment, load the feature graphics to create graphic instances, and then call the
FuncAnimation class to generate graphic animation by moving the key feature points of
each line. Considering a double‑arc scribing symbol as an example, the specific method
for creating dynamic feature graphics is analyzed. The pseudo‑code for the algorithm can
be described briefly as follows:

# import graphic and animation tools:
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt from matplotlib;
import FuncAnimation as animation class;
# create graphic instance: fig = plt.figure();
axi=fig.add_subplot(x1, y1, x2, y2, . . . , xn, yn);
linei= axi.plot(color, linewidth);
# set keyframe feature points:
point_ani=plt.plot(xa, ya, ‘keypoint1’, xb, yb, ‘keypoint2’, . . . );
# defupdata(num):
point_ani.set_data(xa, ya, xb, yb, . . . );
return [point_ani];
# generate dynamic graphic:
ani=animation.FuncAnimation(fig=fig,func=updata,frames=np.arange(num,num),

interval=num).
In this method, the add_subplot() method is used to load the key feature points to

create a graphic instance and the plot() method is used to create lines. The set_xdata()
and set_ydata() methods are used to set the position change of the key feature point in
the X and Y directions, respectively, and the FuncAnimation() class is used to define the
animation using the change method set above. The dynamic change effect of the feature
graphic created by this method is shown in Figure A1.
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